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The Benefits of Meditative Yoga for 
Renewal of Body and Mind 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

located on the Shepherd’s Center’s upper level 
1700 Ebert St, Winston– Salem 

Wednesday, October 23, 2019 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
 

Join Dr. Faramarz Hidaji to learn about the many health 
benefits of meditative yoga for the body and the mind. 

 

When you think of doing yoga, your first association 
might be with the physical practice; moving through  

the yoga poses; practicing breathing. Meditation,  
the act of focusing your mind, is also part of the  

yoga experience and the topic of this talk.  
 

The more you’re able to quiet your thoughts through 
meditation and yoga, the more you experience a sense 
of true presence or present-centeredness. Being in the 

moment helps create that beneficial mind-body 
connection that Yoga is known for. 

 

This is another no cost offering of the Shepherd’s 
Center of Winston-Salem. Donations of a minimum of 
$2 are requested to offset the cost of programming. 

 

 
Call 336-748-0217  

to register.  
Space is limited. 

Faramarz Hidaji, M.D. 
 

Dr. Faramarz Hidaji is a health 
advocate, author, and lecturer on the 
topics of preventive and alternative 
health care. He started his personal 
path to whole health ten years ago 
when he found himself overweight and 
low in energy, and having high 
cholesterol and high blood pressure. 
Deciding not to take his doctor’s advice 
of starting medications, he chose a 
different way: through dietary changes 
and exercise, Dr. Hidaji lost 25 pounds 
and normalized his bloodwork. At the 
same time, he found that he no longer 
needed drugs to treat his lifelong case 

of asthma and allergies.  
 

Harnessing this positive energy to help 
his patients has become a passion for 
Dr. Hidaji. He realized that the 
traditional medical model was failing 
many of these patients. He trained in 
functional medicine, and obtained a 
certification from the American Board of 
Integrative Holistic Medicine. He 
continues to counsel his patients on 
simple, but powerful changes like 
nutrition, exercise, and meditation, 
bringing good health, renewed energy, 

and balance into their lives.  

https://www.besthealthmag.ca/best-you/yoga/yoga-for-beginners/

